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Hold that elevator
Amy Baranski

reallyupset," Skraida says.
SeattleUniversity hasmade36 totalphone

Managing Editor
The bell rings, doors open and with the
swipe of a Onecard students are off— gliding past Campion Tower floors to get to
their dorm rooms.
But the ride up isn't always so smooth.
"Can youholdthat?" yellsa youngwoman
whoquickly sprints from Campion's northernentrance to themiddle elevator car. The
students insidethe car kindly hold the doors
for her. She's lucky she made it becausem

the

past two

weeks elevator malfunctions

have been numerous.Missing a ride up or
down couldmean missing class time.
Elevators arethe only wayup m Campion
since the stairs are locked for security reasons.Only threeelevators accommodate the
approximately 1 ,600residentsm the build-

—

ing. And sometimes they break down
even trapping students inside.
"People are iratewhenithappens," sophomore Noelle Skraida said, who works the
Campion front desk six hours a week.
Skraida, a Civil Engineering major, has

seen the elevators frequently break down

during the last two weeks.
The first time it happened on Skraida' s
shift, there were two elevators that stopped.
Fourpeopletotalwerelockedinside the cars
until the elevator maintenance company
showed up to reset the computer that controls the elevator movement.
While residents waitfor maintenance to
arrive,SkraidanotifiesCampusPublicSafety
who sends over an officer to unlock the
stairwellsso student foot traffic won't stop.
"People who live on the 12th floor get

calls for elevator maintenance m Campion
over the past nine months, according to
service logsprovided byBob Fenn,Director
ofFacilities Operations.

Many ofthose are duem partto mechanical failures such as computer glitches. Facilities Operations switchedelevatormaintenance companies at the beginningof this
month. For the past six years they contracted withMillar company,butSU wanted
to test the market for amore cost-efficient
company.What they found was Kone com-

pany.
"We are going through the throesof transition," Fenn says. And that means computer glitches may lead to elevator break-

downs. But Fenn is convinced that the new
system is betterbecause it's designedtoshut
down if there are any malfunctions.
"We're mostly concerned with student
safety."
Fenn and Wayne Hauck, the Lead Residence HallMaintenance worker, fear that
students will pry the doors open and climb
out ofthe elevator cars if they stop m midflight.
"If you get stuck, stay put," Hauck said.
But computer glitchesaren'tthe onlyroadblocks to a smooth elevator ride. Student
trickstershavefound ways tokeep an elevatorhoveringon theirfloor so they wonthave
to waitthe usual five toten minutes for a car
to show up.
Some of their methods include sticking
small objects m the tracks to prevent the

doors from closing. The computer system
See Elevator on page 6
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Father Stephen Sundborg, S.J., talked to
the campus overKSUBairwavesyesterday.
See pagefivefor the full story.
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students jump around m elevators it can trigger them to halt m mid-flight,
orbreakdowns m Campion Tower havebeen on the risesince Oct. I.

SU drivers race for space
J.C. Santos
Staff Reporter

AMY BARANSKI
Managing Editor
Therace ison for one of the most
treasured commodities on cam—
pus a parkingspace.
At Seattle University, where annual enrollment continues to increase, student and faculty drivers
have to clamor for parking more
than everbefore.
Since the school year started,
parkingattendantshaveturneddrivers awaybecause almost every day
the lots are full.
"What can I
say?" oneattendant,
said, whowishedto remainunidentified. "They [drivers] arepissed!"
Students get fed up withparking
because they'relate for classes,and
some faculty evenarrive late.
The complaints don't end there.
Nearby residentsandlocalbusiness
ownerskeepcalling Jerry Pederson,
Director of Facilities and Administration, to complain about the increasingnumberofSUstudents tak-

ing up their street parking spaces.
There is no quick fix to the problem.Itallstartedsixyearsago when
a campus surveygrossly underestimated the number of students and
faculty that wouldbe on campusm
agivenday,according to Pederson.
Pederson said SU submittedthe

survey to the City of Seattle, which
determines how many parking
spaces the University can have.
They were allotted 1,535 spaces.
It's simply not enough.
While studentandfaculty drivers
scour city blocks adjacent to campus,Pedersonandotherdepartment
directors aretrying to comeup with
solutions. SU recently submitteda
new survey ofits campusto thecity
twomonthsago. Thecity responded
favorably bygranting SU200 more
—
spaces which seems like a solution. But the problem is that those
spaces don't yet exist.
Furthermore, the University
'
'
hasn t decidedhow they regoingto
make those spaces appear.
Pederson says their are two proposals seriously being considered:

addinganupper level to theChapel
ofSt.Ignatiusparking lot.Or building a garage m the empty lot to the
east of BellarmineHall.
But these plans will take time to
solidify and be implemented.
"If you're a freshman now you
may park there when you're a senior," Pederson said.
For now, carpooling is the only
answerPederson andMike Sletten,

Managerof Campus Public Safety,
can suggest.

"Fiftypeoplesharing aridewould
open at least two dozen spaces,"
Sletten said.
But students say carpooling isn't
as easy as it sounds.
"It'shard tofind people tocarpool
withbecauseit'shard tofind people
whose schedule matches yours,"
Charles Lee, a graduate student,
says. Pedersoneven agreed.
"They live at home, they come
here,thentheygo towork and...[it's]
difficult to organize a carpool,"
Pederson said.

See Parking on page 4
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Editorial
Chapel-side chat
Thefirst chapel-side chat withFather Stephen Sundborg,
SJ on KSUB was a successful debut.Father Sundborg will
be having monthly appearances on KSUB, and if they are
anything like the first one, the campus will be on its way to
amore "challenging," "committed" and "connected"exist-
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Father Sundborg is excited about the strategic plan SUis
taking on, and frankly, so are we. A strong and admirable
message is being sent out from Father Sundborg.
Itis a message thatcalls for a more challenging academic
performance at SU. This is exactly what SUneeds.
It is niceand necessary to pat ourselves on the back for
being the 10th best school m the West region. However,
now is the time to rally towards being number one. We do
not want to dosojust forratings,butratherfor ourown sake,
and the sake of future incoming classes.
Father Sundborg was on the ball when he said that SU
needs to be working toward offering the best education
around, as well as fostering studentsinto continuing their
education m graduate school. Although graduate school is
noton every students wish-list,any SUstudentshould be at
ERICA DIETZ
the educational level to be get accepted into graduate
Spectator columnist
school. This should be our goal.
When prospective students apply to SU, they should
expect rigorous competition. After they are accepted they
shouldreceive challenging work. Although SUhas a better
name then many local private institutions, the thought of The other night Iwas walking the mirror with bruises that Icould
nearthe Seattle center withmyboy- neither hide nor deny.It was that
intense academic course work is not a prevalent idea.
friend. Wehadbeendiscussinghow morningIrealizedIneeded to take

Takea stand against pain

TV\e strategicplan should be commended for its sense of our experiences ,and pet peeves
reality and accountability.
shapeourbeliefsandactions.Ironiaman pulled up to the curb,
cally,
It is terribly unfortunate that few students heard this
stepping out of thedrivers seat,
and
pledge for a brighter SU community. KSUB's low listener
further instilledthepointIhad made
rate, combined with reception difficulties hindered this against
abuse only minutes beforeinspiring message. The university should foster reception hand.
As we walkeddown the streetthe
ofFather Sundborg's message, by supporting KSUB.
beganyellingandcontinuously
man
Also included m the strategic plan were the other two
beating upon what seemed to be a
"Cs"-"committed" and "connected". The commitment is womanorasmallchild.Whomever
going tobe towardssocialjustice."Connected" refers to the it was,it was someone smaller than
privileged inner-city location. Sundborg reinforces that we him,someone whohadbecomesubmissive.
must work m our community.
By the way he used his voice to
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis Juday- make hispoint,I
knew it wasn't the
Marshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. Signedcom- first time he had done something
mentariesREFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THEAUTHORS AND NOT NEC- like this, and it probably wouldn't
ESSARILY those of The Spectator ,Seattle University or its be thelast.
Once someonebecomesa victim
STUDENTBODY.
of abuse, their mindset changes.
They get trapped m a cycle that
soon becomes their whole life. In
highschoolIwatched as one of my
best friends became very involved
S CATTLE ♥— U ti IV C R S IT V
with a man who cut her off from
Keeping Watch Since1933
everything shecaredabout.Sheleft
herdancing,her friends,her school,
AlexisJuday-Marshall, Editor-in- Sheila Stangland,Staff
he even pulledher fromher family.
Photographer
Chief
She knew it wasn't right, but she
SethCooper,Editorial Artist
Amy Baranski,ManagingEditor
still could not leave him when he
Luisa Cuellar,Lead Story Editor
Mike Balbin,EditorialArtist
put
her down, whenhe hit her,even
Nicole Retana,News Editor
JustinRibeiro, On-LineEditor
when
he raped her.
Kaya Adams,BusinessManager
Jamila Johnson, OpinionEditor
Islowly watched the girl I
knew
WaylenLeopoldino,Advertising
SaraBader, Features Editor
so
I
away.
really
welldwindle
never
Manager
Scan Reid,A&EEditor
understood why or how she was
Austin Burton, Sports Editor
Tomis Guillen, Advisor
to give so muchof herself up,
able
Vilija Simaitis,Copy Editor
BergquisL
Staff writers:Carl
Cheryl Farrish, Tracy Poindexter for someone whoneverreally cared
Bridget O'Connell,Copy Editor
about her.Ididn't begin to fathom
JeremyEdwards, Photo Editor
it until Iwas m the same situation.
Ineversaw myselfdeteriorating
The Spectator is the official student newspaperof Seattle
University. Itis published everyThursday,exceptduring
because his changes were subtle.I
holidaysand examination periods,for a total of 28issues during neverstood up for myself becauseI
the 2000-2001 academic year.
didn'trealize how much was missing from my life. He became my
POSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator,Seattle life. One morning Isaw myself m
University,900 Broadway,Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No.2783
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a stand against the pain.
The manon the street'sdemanding voicebrought me back to that

cool October night. The situation
was less than a half a block away
from me and was very real.It was
all Icoulddo not tocry andgo back
to tryandintervene- ButI
knew that
I
had no business goingback there.
Iwould only make things worse m
the end. Still,it made me think; it
made me remember.
After seeing the effects of such
situations among thoseclose tome,
I
had long agomade a pact to stand
up for what wasright.
Knowing what the outcome
wouldbe for that individual I
had
left behind, as Irounded the next
block, I
couldn't helpitany longer.
I
couldn't hold my tearsor the feelings Iwas keeping deep inside. I
was beginning to become one of
those individuals that Ilearned to
dislike so long ago. Those who
silently turnedtheirheads, whokept
walking, or those who flat out denied that anythingwrong was going
on. ButI
know the truth: if you are
notpartof the solution,youare part
of the problem. How did Ibe start
being partof the problem?
Inever understood passive
people. Not even when Ifound
myselfstarting tobecomelikethem.
Why would one not help somebody,knowing thatthere wasobvious painand suffering? How could
someone just walk away as if nothing wrong was happening? Why
would someone just let the abuse
continue to happen?
Inever learned any answers to
those and other questions that had
plagued me for so long. Not even
then, as I
rounded yet another cor-
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ner and continued to walk away.
When is it that the helpful become the helpless? Why is it that
themoreItry tohelp, the moreI
feel
that Icannot help all those who
need help? Itry my hardest to do
mypart. I
enjoyhelpingpeople,but
Istill feel that I
don't do enough.
The feelingI
havewhenI
know that
I
have
havehelpedsomeone,when I
genuinely made a difference m
someone's life,is one that Ican't
match. But thereare somepeopleI
know that Ican't help, no matter
how muchIwant to or how much I
try to help. A feeling of complete

helplessnessoverwhelms me, andI
feelas ifIcan't takeitanylonger. I
ache inside for them.
It is because Iknow the truths,
becauseI
can see the scars.Iknow
the pain.
Idon't want others to know the
pain. Iwasso hurt by those who
stood byand watched me gethurt;I
didn't understandhow they could
just turn their backs to such an injustice.
Now Iwatchas Igo by through
my life, and silently walk away,
walk away from the pain, the sorrow, and the anger. Iwalk away
because no matter what Iwere to
say,ifIwere to take away the pain
even for a moment, it wouldcome
back on the victim ten fold.
Still though, as Iwalked away I
couldn't help but cry. Icouldn't
help but hurt. Icouldn't help but
want to make everything stop, to
tell the victim that everything will
work out m the end.
But who am Ito say that it will
work out? Idon'tknow thatit will.
However, when things have gotten
that dark, anything to give a glimmer of hope and light can make all
the difference m the world.
Maybe Ishould take the chance
and provide that small glimmer of
hope;maybe that wouldenablethem
to make it through one more day.
The small steps count. If Itake a
stand, Iknow that Ihave tried to
nolonger
help find asolution,andI
add to the problem.

■

Contact Erica at

MYACIRE@aoLcom
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Slam in an empty train station
JC Santos
Spectator Columnist

-There are two times m my life
where Ihave felt the highest degree
of aloneness-not loneliness. Both
cameon my Europeanventure this
past summer.
Thefirst experience was my first
night m Europe.
I was already suffering from
whiplash on an emotional roller
coaster-on highs from excitement
for what Iknew would be a lifechanging adventure, on lows from

you've got to tell somebody!
Iwanted to tell someone how
crappy Iwas feeling so I wouldn't
feel as crappy.Iwanted to tell someonehow much fun Iwas having so
Icould share my excitement. I
wantedtoexpressmyself like Iwas
reading slam poetry back home.
But Ilacked one thing: someone to

my fear of it. And somewhere on
that wild ride,Ifell off. Ispun into
a world where everything just
seemed wrong.
The plane touched downm Rome
and Iwas a frantic mess 54 hours
displacedfrom sleep.Iwaslost and
spoketoseemed
I
was tired.Noone I
to speak enough English, and mi
parlo umpo Italiano. Guess what
that means.
Communication wasnonexistent,
andIdesperately wantedandneeded
tocommunicate. You know how it
is when you have a million things
racing through your head, and

"Capital of the World."
I
had a phone cardthat Icouldn't
get to work, and Ibegan to feel
fartherandfarther awayfromhome.
No family,nofriends,and one thing
Icraved for that Ifound oddlynormal wasan American. And lost m

listen.
For

me, this was a form of
aloneness, despite being m the

and this time Iwas with two classmates waitingfor a third at the train
station.
It was almost midnight, and the
station was looking more and more
desolate. Where was she?She's five
hourslate. We justmissed our train.
We were supposed tomeet up and
go to Barcelona all together. Now
we were wonderingifshe was lost,
if she ditched us... ifshe was safe
and alive.

After waitingthrough every possible train that she couldhavebeen
on with no sign of her, there was
only one more thing that could be
done that night.
There were two stations m Nice.
Maybeshe got off at the other one.
Ireluctantly-very reluctantlyvolunteered tohopa 15-minutetrain
to the otherstation.On a night with
oneperson missing already,Ididn't
want toadd to that list. I wanted to

stick together. Ididn't want to go
alone.But Ialso wanted to find our
missing friend.
' So Iwent.
Ifshe wasn t there, the next, and
last train back to the main Nice
deliriumIcouldn'tfindone ofthose station wasanhourand twenty mineither.
utes away.
Ibroke. My spirit was broken,
When Iarrived at Nice Requier, I
my body wasdrained,andthat night, knew already.This wasa verysmall,
no matter how badlyIwanted to, I open station. The building was
just couldn't sleep. It was the long- locked, and if anyone was there,
est night of my life.
you could easily see them from the
My second encounter with train.
aloneness came m Nice, France,
No one. Icould have done cart-

wheels and sung N'Sync songs and
noone would be there to laugh or
call me weird. Alone again.
The cool night air provided me
some solace, as did the deep, dark
couldhandlethat.Iwanted
silence. I
to slam earlier m Rome, so 1 figured, what the hell. I'm alone and
noone can hearme. So Ibusted out
witha one-mancipher,rappingand
slamming the time away to the
empty train station like it was my

ents. There hasn'tbeen a day when

new best friend. This aloneness
wasn'thalf-bad -untilan eerieman
snuck up behind me and started
hassling me m French. One more
hour.CouldIfreestyle forthat long?

what to expect. To stand face-toface with adversity, and tackle it
one onone. No family, no friends,
just me.
That first night m Rome, Ifell
hard.There wasno way Icould turn
back and go home. Ihad no option
but to pick myselfup, and when I
did, it was one of the most gratifying feelings I've experienced.
That night m Nice, alone at the
train station m the dark stillness, I
felt what it is like to be alone with
rapped about it to the
confidence. I
empty station.Solitude can 't tackle
me/orbaffle me/1remainunshackledfree/1'ye masteredme/surpassing any tragedy/that hackles me.
It was my fight song, my anthem
that not onlycelebratedmy victory
over aloneness, but also pulled me
through it.

The man was followingme with
a slouching saunter, occasionally
burpingup a phrase m French.
Ithought I'dbe shaking m my
bootslike Iwasalmost a monthago
on thatfirst night m Rome,butI
had

already experienced aloneness.

While this was probably the most
anxietyI'dfeltsince that firstnight,
Ididn'tbreak like Ihad m Rome.
Twice Ihave been truly alone.
But each had different results. That
night m Nice, Ifelt a sense of accomplishment. Iwas alone, but unshaken. Ifound refuge m something Ilove-poetry and hip hopand being alone made no mark on
my morale. Iplanned this trip so
that Iwouldbe alone at least some
of the time.I'm bornand raised m
Seattleand Istill live with my par-

Ihaven't had access to a friend, a
family member,or at least someone
whospeaksEnglishbefore thatJune
9 afternoonwhen Iwalked through
a gate at SeaTac Airport and took
onegood, long look at my family.
Iwanted to feel true aloneness. I
wantedto feel itbecause I
knew that
soon Iwould be graduating, and
would face the worldon my own. I

wanted

to be

prepared,

fcontact JC aT

to

know

santosj@seattleu.edu

*

Pride and fear can give you heartburn
there liberty and justice for all or
just all Americans? What would
drive someoneto have so much haSEAMAN
that
I
freedom
tred towards one society that they
have
the
and
the
JOHN
right to question, however, does are willingtokillthemselves to stop
Spectator Columnist
To the Editor:
not mean Ishouldrefrain from do- it?
While we always appreciate opportunities to inform the campus
ing so. To the contrary,IbelieveI Fearissomethingall togetherdifcommunity aboutcounselingand healthservices for students, there were
owe it to my country to take up the ferent, but equallyas dangerous. It
several significant errorsm [the Oct.11] article on the CounselingCenter.
WARNING: Ignorant pride and responsibility of freedom and to can cause us to act irrationallyand
First, the article was given the misleading headline of "Counseling
blind fear, when mixed togetherm ask thequestion of a trusted friend: out ofcharacter. With somuch fear Center cuts hours to improveprogram", an attempt to describe our new
anyhigh-density combination, can Why? Why wereweattacked? Why being tossed around m the media, 12-session limit.Unfortunately, the phrase "cuts hours" suggests that
cause social blindness, a tendency are we living m a society with fear wemust be able to weedout whatis
there hasbeen a decrease m ourhours of service.
toreactquickly and irrationally and flooding the headlines? To live a real threat and what is simply a
In fact, wehave increasedour hours this fall by adding early evening
an inabilityto successfully strike at without pride is dangerous, to live scare tactic. We must not let our appointments Tuesdays
on
and Wednesdays.Counseling appointments
the root of your enemy.
without fear is reckless, but there fear get the better of us, but rather are availableduring the followinghours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Monday,
SOLUTION: When approach- must be a limit toouremotionif we
Thursday and Friday and 8 a.m. to7 p.m. [on]Tuesdayand Wednesday.
ingdangerouslyhighlevelsofeach,
In addition, wearestaggeringlunchbreaks to openup morenoon-time
mix m a few relevant questions, a
appointments.Counselors have made both these changesm their work
spoonful ofcomposure and a pinch
and personal schedules to accommodate student requests for more 12
Ignorant pride is thinking of
ofsmooth jazz any artist willdo.
noon and evening appointments.
Itis a piece ofcake.
The CounselingCenter provides short-term counseling,targeted to
innocent, invincible and
nation
If it were only as easyas cake to
the particular concerns or problems of the individual,up to a maximum
could get back to life as usual. For
always right.
of 12 sessions per year. Students who are interested m long-term
fear as real as terrorism and war,
counselingor therapy are offered consultation andreferral tocounselors
however, there are no simple mixand
mentalhealth professionals m the community.Formost students, the
ing instructions, only cookbooks
new sessionlimit will have no impact at all since the averagenumber of
fullofpage-longprocesses on how
sessionsused by CounselingCenter clients is 4-5 per year. This change
maintaina strong sense of compoto spend an absurd about of time are to survive m this new era.
will, however, impact those students who seek on-going counseling,
I won't pretend to hold the an- sure m times of uncertainty.
preparing a meal of which the benwhether
due to a chronic mental health problem or simply for personal
To tame ourfeelings of pride and growth
eficiaries may neverfully appreci- swers but Ican tell you that theydo
and
enhanced functioning m life and relationships. Our shortate or understand. Simply put, the exist. Perhaps through asking the fear we must take a certain amount
term focus and 12 session limit is notunique: most universitycounseling
guests are on their way and the most pertinent questions we can of humility,seeking to understand
centers have session limits (typically 8-10 sessions).
ingredients are m the fridge: let's find something that is truly worth the effects of our actions on the rest
Secondly, the articleattributesstatements to me that were actually the
takingpride m, and understandthe of the world.
get cooking.
comments or attempts to paraphrase. Idid not use the phrase
However, we must also proceed author's
One of my most trusted friends things we are truly powerless
"losers/lunatics";nordidI
Seattle,not the19505".The author
called onmetheotherday. Through against.
m the future with enough confi- has contacted me directlysay,"thisis
to apologize, but I would like this to be
Ignorant pride is thinking of our dence m our society to do the right
hisfranticspeechand sporadic hand
correctedm the next edition of the Spectator.
motionshe managed toshow a wis- nation as innocent, invincible and thing. We must always ask the perdom rarely seen m America these always right. "America is the de- tinent questions, maintain ourcomSusan A. Hawkins
days. Catching his breath after fender of freedom," but only if you posure,and whenallelsefails, crank Director Counseling
of
and Health Services
l"^/
climbing ten flights of stairs and are rich or an American. Before up a little jazz.
clutchinga crumpled newspaperm takingup the charge, take the time John Seaman is a memberof
The Spectator noted the aforementioned
//
I
his handhe daredto ask a question: to ask yourselfif our nation really
Society of polities'
corrections m the last issue.
/
/
acts out the ideals it stands for. Is
Why?
YesIdo lovemy country. Itake
acertainpride m itand Iamgrateful
for what it has given me. The fact

—
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SECURITY REPORT
AUSTIN BURTON

hideand stolechangefrom theashtray and an expensiveraincoat.
However, there wereno signs of
forced entry.

Sports Editor

Short on breath
Monday: 10-15-01

Indecent liberties

A dehydratedstudenthaddiffi-

culty breathing. Campus Public
Safety transported the student
from the Student HealthCenter to
Swedish Hospital for furthermedical care.

A female campus community
the South
stairway of the Broadway and E.
Cherry garage,was attacked by a
member, walking up

sweatshirt anddark-colored baggy
pants. As he descended the stairs

Tuesday:

10-16-01

A campus community member

reported an auto prowl m the I
lth
and E. Cherry garage.The victim
said someone broke into the ve-

Parking:
a tight

he apparently grabbed her chest
and then muffled the woman's
scream with his hand.
The suspect then ran away
through the garage.CPS and Se-

Sunday:
Wednesday:

10-17-01
CPS receiveda report that a man

Friday: 10-18-01

A student m the Biology offices
fell into the edge of a sharp desk.
The student suffered a wound, resulting from the fall, that began
bleedingprofusely.
not affiliated with SU, that the liSeattle Fire Departmentaid units
brary use policy prohibits that sort arrived and the injured party was
of behavior. They thenissuedhima transported to a local hospital. The
trespass warning and escorted him student was released a few hours
from campus.
later.

using a computer m the Lemieux
Librarywaslookingatpornographic
web sites.
CPSexplainedto the man, who is

amity egge

StaffReporter

From page one

Manystudent'seyes wereopened
Untilthe Universitycomes up

to Hollywood's dismal portrayalof

withabetter soultion, student
and faculty drivers will
continue tocompetefor spaces

the Arab race during yesterday's
brown bag lunch,"Reelism vs.Realism:Representations of Arabs m
Popular Media," sponsored by the

the Broadway and

student awareness much like the

popular entertainment, but they do

seriesofforums held at SeattleUniversity since Sept. 11.
The guest speaker, John Sinno,
owns and operates Arab Film Distribution, the largest distributor of
Arab cinema m the United States
and Canada, and also runs the Seattle Arab Film Festival, a week
longfestivalheldeverytwo yearsto
allow Arabs to present themselves
m honest and compelling waysthat

how images can profoundly impact one's worldview.
"We cling to these images ofArabs portrayed by the media m the
absenceofknowing Arabs.Wehave
a narrow view. We need an expanded repertoire of images. We
do not see Arabsm everydaylife,"
Adelman said.
Gary Atkins, Chair of the Communication Department, is known

Archbishop
— Murphy
apartment garages the most

CommunicationDepartment.

popular places to park on
campus.

national Student Center, attended
the event andsaidthatitbroadened revealwho they areas humans.
Throughout his
speech Sinno revealed how Arabs
have never been

Faizi Godsi,DirectoroftheInter-

Undergrads

byMikeßalbin

not consider

asapopular media expert,andjoked

aboutbeing invited to speak as the
devils advocate.

Atkins spoke against Sino's argument drawing a distinction between an archetype and a stereotype.

portrayed as humansby America's
popular media,but
He argued that the archetype is
as terrorists and theideal form, and the stereotypeis
killing machines.
the fixed metal that does not need
Mara Adelman,

any creative act.

Associate ProfesAtkins traced the use of archesor ofCommunica- types back to Greece, as symbols
tion,explainedthat thatoralcultures used tocreate imAmericans treat agery.
popular media as
Hollywood, on the other hand,
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tinued.
He added that good news m the
Middle East is rarelyreported,distorting Americans' images further.
He then showed a video, which
exploredracismtowards Arabs and
the predominance of the media m
propagating this attitude.
Senior Shelli Sloan, a Liberal
Studies major,was amazedthat the
US allowed thisracism to occur m
themedia towards Arabs."Itblows
my mind."
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
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SaaUam Hussein replacedHitler,
Sinnosaid.Andnow BinLadenhas
replaced Saadam Hussein, he con-
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The image of the Arab m the
media is the image of the terrorist,
full ofhate and rage,doesnot listen
toreasonandis always threatening,
according to Sinno.
He mentioned that the news media has created a "mishmash of
facts" over the forty years ofoccupation m Israel, to the point that no
onequestions the facts anymore.
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uses stereotypes which confine a
type to one single definition.
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an auto prowl.
The owner said the car was
parked ona city streetat the South
end of campus. When the owner
returned only threehours later the
driver's side window wasbroken.
Items m the vehicle appeared to
havebeen rummagedthrough,but
nothing was missing.

USAp^^ CORDIALLYINVITES YOU AND A GUEST

A stinging comnty of miamdptthki '$lri*b«rry tnd
ChocoUt*' kkkl off At mo*'* ye*r ona high note."
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10-21-01

A campus community member
called CPS at 4 p.m. andreported

SU students get a lesson in Arab racism

squeeze

m

Nothing to stealhere

Crash landing

Toohard to remember

Tuesday: 10-16-0 T

man wearing a- blue hooded

Spare any change?

attle Police scoured the area and
could not find the suspect. He is
described as a Hispanicmale,about
five feetsixinches tall,160 pounds,
witha slender build and long dark
hair.

cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't

1
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think anyone knows more

about this test, or how to teach

i
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JOINUS AND HAVEFREE ICE CREAM
Place: SUR,Ist floor
Date: Oct. 28, 2001 Time: 6:oopm

it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you shouldcall me.
My nine week course features
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MONDAY, OaOBER 29" " 7:oopm
STOPBYTHESPtaATOWOmaTOPICKUPACOMPUMENTAinrPftSSFOaTWO.
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST LIMIT ONEPASSPER PERSON.NOPURCHASE NECESSARY. EACHPASSADMITS TWO
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36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me prove it.Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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Thursday

18/25
Sapphic

jI

Friday
18/26
Do-Re-Me

Sceenplay
At 8 p.m. the Seattle
Today is thelast day University Choir is hayto go see what's play- ingaconcert m honor of
ing at the 6th Annual the parental visitors on
Seattle Lesbian and campus this weekend at
Gay FilmFestival.
Chapel of St. Ignatius.
Escape to Life plays
wnaja nam!
at 6 p.m. at the Egyp-

tianTheatreandforsls
Family willbe playing,
\ atBp.m.F^^

[^ Saturday
\.

J^

18/27

Mass

Nationallyrenowned
singer, songwriter and
performer
Tom
McCormack willentertain withhis one-man
show, "Hate Speech+
LoveSongs" thatdeals
with hate-speech and
homophobia.
The show goes from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. m
j Bellarmine Lobby.
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News Editor

masks.
"Havingtheseitemsavailableto
the community makes them feel

\.

18/31

Only 9 more
days...

Boo! Happy
Halloween!

until Fall Formal and

Mmm. mmm

tenbucks says youhave

asked your wouldbe-date out yet.
Noone likes a stalker,
so justget it overwith so
you cangobuy tickets at
the Campus Assistance
Center.

J

good

not

Because you

.

thTclVstraZZ^Z

mail to open it using the available
containment bags, gloves and

Tuesday
18/38

Pick mcl Pick
me!

love US
Support Student Activities by purchasing
a 2002 Entertainment
floo*.Thebooks sell for
$40 ateither the Student
Activities Office or online at www.seattleu.
edu/student/activities.
"

ASSU ElectionsGet off your lazy
duff already and
vote!

Support

the
Marianas club and
make your tumm

,
BrinßVOUraDDetiteand
TnlyZS^l
happyatthesametime

m Paccar Atrium from
1 1.
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Three types ofanthrax disease:

Anthrax: SU extra cautious
LUISA CUELLAR
Lead Story Editor
NicoleRetana

J^

Doubt you'veforgotbut just m case
ASSU Fall elections
Need something todo mass is at the Chapel of begin today.
Stop complaining
on a Saturday night? St. Igantius at 11 a.m.
abouthowSUsucks and
Check out one of these and 9 p.m.
go votemsomeone who
local Seattle haunted
will make adifference.
houses:
Aphrodisiac?
If you really want
change,bring
your IDto
KUBE 93 FMs
SU comba.ls will Haunted House at sth
the SUB and vote!
wow the rest of us at Avenue and Mercer
SEAC'sTalentExtrava- Street
„'.
t
Bnng th
ganzam Pigott AuditoQet <?n the
!" tO the
Please call (206) 232rium!
2982 for moreinforma*****!
The show stam at 9 tion.
and Chocolate) zs P
P-m. and runs unul 10
Have you purchased
$undae Fq
of
P-m.
HauntedHalloween at piix Series at 6pm m yourticketforfallcruise
Pacific Science Center the Upper Bunk,of the yet?
v" PPy?
at 200 Second Aye.N
Don't forget that it's
SUB
Please call (206) 443(*is SaturLet the suggestions Nov 3rd
"
Today mom and dad 2001 for more informa- fal where
day!)
may
head to SU for Parents tion.
It's $15 per person or
Weekend to check out
T Person when
10
CALENDAR ITEMS?
how their money is betickets are bought m
Please send any listings to theNewsEditor,
ing spent. Hint: now is
groups of six.
Nicole Retana^t www.newstips.com or call
not the time to bring up
In other words,hurry
the belly ring.
The Spectator at (206) 296-6471.
and go buy yours!
ten,

■

One-man
SUfiffi

Monday
f^
\. 18/29

Sunday
18/28

Spooky, spinechilling
Saturday
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Cutaneous anthrax is caused when the anthrax
bacteria conies into direct contact withskin thathas a cut or
break mit.Cutaneousanthrax begins withinone tosevendays
after exposure and first causes a raised, itchy bump that
resembles an insect bite.Within one to two days after the
appearance of the bump, a small blisterdevelops.Thisblister
then becomes a painless sore with a black center. Lymph
glands m the areaof the infection may swell.

University officials did not want
wait for something to happen
before theydecided toprepare.They
to

think it wouldbe helpful if members of the SU community would
callCPS if they had any informa-

Thethreat ofanthrax exposureat more comfortable when doingtheir
Seattle University is minor,
tion that would help CPS to
but Campus Public Safety is
prepare foranthraxcontaminanonetheless preparing for an
tion.
anthrax outbreak.
Slettensaid thatpeople need
"People need to stay
Gloves,nose-mouth masks,
to understand that the world is
and largeplastic containment
changing right now very
calm and
to
bags arepart of theitemsCPS
quickly becauseofanthrax outis providing to the SU comworld changes/
munity for safety purposes.
need to stay calm
Mike Sletten,Director and"People
"SUis nota likely targetfor
aware to world changes.
receiptof taintedmail," stated of Campus Public Safety Be prudent and cautious,"
~~
an official communication m
Sletten said.
an e-mail that went out to the
Sletten remarked that the
entire SU community lastWednesMike Sletten,DirectorofCPS communityhas cooperated with the
recent precautionary measures.
day.
However, CPS officials are enletten'smainconcernisthat sev- When it comes to campus safety,
departmentsarereceivingmail collective cooperation means takcouraging staff and faculty meming careof each other,Sletten said.
bers who handle large amounts of
om all over the world.

—

*

Inhalational anthrax Is the most serious form of
anthrax and is caused by inhaling Anthrax bacteria into the
lungs. Initial symptoms usually begin one to six days after
infection,but can occur as late as 60 days after exposure.
Symptoms include fever, headache,cough,difficulty breathing, chills,weakness, and chest discomfort. Without treatment, severe breathing problems and death usually result.
Inhalation anthrax is NOT contagious.

aware

*

Intestinalanthrax is caused byeatingmeat from an
animal that has died of anthrax, orby drinking other foods or
liquids contaminated with anthrax bacteria. It causes nausea,
vomiting, fever, pain m the abdomen and diarrhea. Intestinal
anthrax symptoms appear within one to seven days after
exposure.

II,"

Information accordingtothe KingCountyPublicHealthDepart-

ment website.

Chapel Chat
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Teach English m junior and senior high schools m Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
wr/
Gain international experience

Mf

" Have an excellent command of the English language
a bachelor's degree by June 30, 2002
""Obtain
a U.S. citizen
" Be
Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year
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Amy baranski
ManagingEditor
In his first ever appearance on
KSUB,FatherStephenSundborg,
SJ, predicted that Seattle Univer-

sity willhave a messy and uncomfortable year.
The University President is referring to the rising opposition m
student opinions about theUnited
States' militaryactionm Afghanistan.

Differences m opinions have
surfaced during campus forums
already,Father Sundborg said.
But he is optimistic that the
heateddialoguestocome willgive

rise to many teaching opportunities.
"Youcouldn't wish fora better
year," Father Sundborg said.

"
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Students will have a chance to
ask Father Sundborg questions all
year longas Natalie Mosca, KSUB
ProgrammingDirector, has invited
the University President to give a
monthly campus talk on her new
"Campus Life" radio program.
His addresses are m the spirit of
Theodore Rosevelt's "fireside
chats." His decision to appear on
KSUB wasspurred by his desire to
form a closer connection with the
student body.
Father Sundborgurged the campus community to create an educated dialogue about the current
world events.
"Campus Life" can be heardevery Wednesday afternoon at 4:15
p.m. on KSUB 1330 AM. Send
questions to moscan@seattleu.edu
or call (206) 296-6036.

News
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ASSU Election: A candidaterun-down
Nicole Retana
News Editor

aren't open late enough and unaccessible dorms.
"Iam looking to continue essen-

changing, dynamic organization
comprisedof the many diversepersonalitiesthatcontribute toour student body."
Gross plans to use his position to

thehassles forinternationalstudents

that come along withgoingtoschool

m the US and has severalideas on

how to fix the situation.
Senior Clementine Lord, a Lib- tial work for the students onissues
eral Studies major, is one of two such as extendedaccess to the com"First of all,Iam going to try as
people running for ASSU Execu- puter labs and free printing, resi- better understand the unique needs hard as Ican to improve ourfinantive VicePresident.
dence hall lobby access, account- of students who have joined the cial aid situation Iwill not give up
As ASSU EVP,Lord expectsher ability by the Administration and learningcommunity at a laterpoint until therewillbe at least somehelp
offered to the students from other
naturally outgoingpersonality tobe accountability ofASSU to the stu- m their lives.
countries,and
helpful m establishingthe openlines dents, along with
Iwill make
ofcommunication with faculty, staff many improveand others m ASSU that Lord be- ments m campus
sureit will be
forus to
easier
lieves are important "m order to services,"O'Neill
Mastering on-line voting:
improve and maintain a positive saysof his plans if
find jobs on
campus," she
life for Seattle Ustudents."
he gets elected.
1. Go to www.suonline.edu
"Mygenerallife experiences,inIn the At-Large
says of her
2. Access the student Menu
plans.
cluding my yearabroad,havetaught Representative
3. Access ASSUStudent Elections
"I will give
me to makethebest of every situa- raceis juniorMark
4. Enter Your SU e-mail name
tion," sheaffirmed m hercandidate S.Gross,majoring
our voice as a
5.Enter your SU pin number
representative
statement.
m Journalism/
View Candidates Statement
6.
of
interna"The community here at SU is Public. Relations.
box(es) next to the
7.
Cast
vote
the
your
bychecking
important to me, and as Executive
Gross was intionalstudents
candidate(s) of your choice
VP I would do everything m my spired to "make
to ASSU and
8.Press submit on the bottom of the page
power to enhance it."
the very most of
make sure that
9. You will recieve an update on the vote(s) you have
Running against Lord is sopho- my timehere atSU
our opinion
moreScan O'Neill,a Political Sci- by becoming inwillbeconsidjust cast, double check for accuracy
ence and History major.
count
volved with our
the
to
eredand
10.Press submit on thebottom of
page finalize
makings
O'Neillalreadyhasayearofserv- student governat
the
and record you vote
of the major
ment," by the secing ASSUunder his belt.
"Over thelastyearI'vebeendedi- tion m Core Curdecisions concerning the
cated to many special projects for riculum Handthe students, one such was student book.Thepassage thathe isrefering
Freshman Nicole A. Palmiter, life of the students of Seattle Unirepresentation with the Adminis- to states that students are expected majoring m International Business, versity," Kutsel promised internatration m which Ibegan serving as to develop"a globalperspective,an is alsorunning for At-LargeRepre- tional students.
Like Kutsel, sophomore Yunice
theundergraduaterepresentativeon intercultural and gender awareness, sentative.
UniversityPlanning
Fong,
thePresident's
and a sense of social and personal
an Accounting and Finance
Unfortunately, Palmiter's stateCommittee," O'Neill included m responsibility."
ment was unavailable.
major, is also running a solitary
Therace forInternationalRepre- race for Transfer Representative.
his statement.
Hebelievesthathis experienceas
Like Lord,O'Neill plans on us- a transfer student, and as a person
ing theEVPpositiontoconcentrate who chose to spend a few years m
on improving the everyday prob- thework forcebeforecontinuingon
lems that studentsdeal with oncam- with higher education will make
pus, such as computer labs thatjust him an ideal addition to "an ever-

sentative is a lonely one withonly
sophomoreAlisaV. Kutsel,anEast
Asian Studies major,participating.
Kutsel, an international student
fromMoscow,Russia, understands

St. Vincent de Paul
Thrift Stores

Fong, whomovedto theUS over
a yearago, relates to transfer students and theirlonesome woes.
"I know how hard it is to be
moving around and trying to make
the transition," Fong said about
moving to theUS andknowingnothing aboutthe cultureand language.
Sheplans to use hercheerful attitude and leadership experience to
not only "try to make the students to
feel more comfortable and happy

when they are around each other"
but also to lead "the transfer students to feel and be part of the
whole community."
Out of all the positions,
Freshperson Representative seems
to be the most competitive.
First up is freshman Daniele A.
Smith,

an E-Commerce, Interna-

Come m and shop at one of our 7 locations and SAVE 10% on your
purchase with your Seattle University I.D. Card.
Aurora
13555 Aurora Aye
(206) 363-8495

Kenmore
7304 NE Bothell Way
(425) 483-9497

Georgetown
5950 4th Aye S.
(206)763-2130

Renton
2825 Sunset Blvd NE
(425)226-9426

White Center
9835 16thSW
(206) 763-2130

Burien
13445 Ist Aye S.
(206) 243-6370

In her statement, she said,""l
wouldliketo beactivem the project
to integrate the One Card every
student uses almost everyday, so
the money weput onour cards can
beused at neighboring businesses."
"Whether or not Iam elected as
the Freshperson Representative, I
can be m
planonbeing asactive as I
the student government."
Finally, Amanda Duncan, a Premajorfreshperson,sees theupcoming year as "a chance to voice opinions and to hearothers on all kinds

of issues."
Duncan, equippedwith a combinationof "leadershipskillsand experiences... communication knowhow and an enthusiastic attitude,"
is eagerand confident that she will
be able to represent the class of

major.

2005.
"ASSU needs to deal with the
ideas and problems that the stu-

Already,Smith has been a representative atEastlake High School,a
religious education instructor at

dents confront or are concerned
with,and I'd love to be a part of a
group that does just that."

tional Business and Management

"We have it all!"

Saint Jude, and partof an Advisory
Board.
Each prior experience has given
Smith the opportunity to grow and
prove herself m new ways, all of
which have given her what she describes as the "necessary foundation tobecome an exemplary leader
at Seattle University."
"My vision of leadership is to
serve people while using strong
moral values to empower and facilitate others m achieving their
goals m the course of accomplishing a common good."
"Whenever others entrust my
leadership, Iwill perpetually serve
them by applying my knowledge
for moral purposesusing fairness,
compassion and ethics to ensure
others achieve their needs and
dreams," Smith promised those who
will vote for her.
Nextis freshperson Saunatina A.
Sanchez, a Journalism major.
Sanchez was very active m her
high school student governemnt,
takingonpositions thatrangedanywhere from classroom representative to class president.
Sanchez' first month here at SU
has motivated her to become involvedwithSU student government.
"I have met many different
people, from all classes, and have
learnedmany ways to improve life
here," Sanchez said.

Carnation
4501 Tolt Aye S.
(425) 333-6944

Elevator: some
residents

risk gettingtrapped
From front page
tells the elevator to stay put ona floor while the doors are
stuck open. Thisis meant as asafety measure sono one will
fall down the elevator shaft.
Hauck and Fenn say there are otherkinds of mischief that
prevent the elevators from workingproperly. When students
jump around inside the cars, the elevator reads the jarring
movement as an earthquake on its seismic gage. In those
instances the elevator runs to the nearest floor and opens its
doors to release its passengers.
Fenn and Hauck will be able tosmooth outproblems with
thenew computersystem, but they say there's nothing they
can do about students' behavior.
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Redhawks run record streak to 11
consecutive games without a loss
AmityEgge

thehalf.However, she sent the ball
over the crossbar.
In the second half, the Vikings
The Seattle University women's posed a few threats themselves.
Theirbest opportunity came late
soccer team have taken the lead m
m
the game, when Mary Wellnitz
the GreatNorthwest Athletic Conference, recording a win against broke free on the right side,only to
Central WashingtonUniversityand have her shot punched over the

StaffReporter

a tie against Western Washington
University last weekend.

crossbar by Redhawks goalkeeper
Elizabeth Anderson.

Bothteam's goalkeepershadsolid
In Friday's scoreless tie against
WWU, the Redhawks dominated performances to record shutouts.
the first half with 10 shots, five of SU's Anderson turned away six
shots, whileWWU's Shaye Anderwhich were on goal.
junior
SU
midfielder DeeDee son turned away seven.

The Redhawks outshot the ViManiniello foundherself m a great
position toscore from 12 yards out kings 19-13, and held a 8-6 advanm the thirty-fourthminute, but her tage m shots ongoal.
Coming into Sunday's game
shot was headed out by a Viking
CWU, SU was m a threeagainst
defender.
way
tiefor first place m the GNAC.
Nichole Sauvageau,a junior forThe
3- 1 winput the Redhawks a
ward, also had an opportunity to
half-game
ahead of Seattle Pacific,
score from eight yards out late m

and a full game ahead of Western minute. She shot the ball from the game with one minute left to
Oregon, wholost to WWU onSun- twenty-five yards, and it skimmed play, whichmoved herinto a tiefor
day.
the bottom of the crossbar into the the league lead witheightgoals this
TheRedhawksdominatedthefirst back of the net.
season.
Sauvageau now ranks third allhalf of the gameagainst the WildButtheRedhawksbrokethetie m
cats at Championship field with theseventy-firstminute when fresh- time at SUwith38career goals, and
fourteen shots. CWU's keeper man defender Andrea Gutierrez is only six shy of tying the school
Emily Barber made five saves.
pocketed a rebound off Brenda record of44.
TheRedhawksout-shot the WildSauvageau gave the Redhawks Zittei's shot.
an early lead six minutes into the
With SUleading2-1,CWU nearly cats 25-3, and held a 14-2 advangame,her seventh goal this season. scored again when Whitney Caron tage with shots on goal.
To top off the weekend, the
Freshman midfielder Tafara Pulse fired ashot that was savedby SU's
assisted the goal with a free kick Anderson, and KirnGlusick's put- Redhawkscelebrateda streakof 11
from 25 yards out into the box, back attempt hit the crossbar.
games without a loss,breaking the
Sauvageau's second goal ended school recordagainst WWU.
where Sauvageaumade agreatback
post shot for the goal.
The Redhawks also played defensively m the first half as the
Wildcats finishedthe first half with
no shots-on-goal.
The Wildcats posed a threat m
the second half though, as Amy
Auckland scored m the fifty-first
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4341 University Way NE
206.633.5000
A.A. Lemieux Library
Research Paper Clinics
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TheLemieux LibraryReference Department will
offer Research Paper Clinics
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November 1 November 30, 2001.
Librarians willgive individualized assistancem:
■ Definingyour research topic
■ Developing search strategies
■ Utilizing online printing resources.
nd

Signup at the Reference Desk,2 Floor,
LemieuxLibrary, with a topic m mind.
________——————
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Helping kids, helping yourself
Can youimagine a

community where a groupof

highly
educated
individuals
debate
Aristotle and
his relevance
m modern
society, learnthe complexities
of Einstein'smind m quantum
physics, writeone-hundred
page dissertations onhow
Russia's agriculture influenced
World War 11, and go,by the
hundreds, to different
countries m the name of
service. .while at the same
time aneighthgrader living
two blocks away cannotread
past a kindergarten level?
Of course you can this is

.

—

Seattle

People say crazy things
about college, but this is what^
know. I
know you start college
when you are 18. College is
Smart people go to
£rv>iv>e+t W.t big.
college. It costs a lot of money
to get into college. If you don't want a job as
a floor sweeper, you should go to college.
are away from home alot. Ithink the
teachers give you too much homework. The
work is very hard. Incollege, there are a lot
ofclasses. The teachers give boring lectures.
That's what Iknow about college.
Here are some pros and cons of college.
The pros are that you become smart. You can
get job skills. You learn a lot. Some cons
about college are boring lectures. College
costs alot of money. There is a lot of long
work. College is big. You could get lost. «<
Here are my questions about college. How
do you choose the right college? How do you
get a scholar ship to college? How do you
which classes to take? Do youuse a
computer much m college?

—

By the endof the year, Lord worked withkids on Capitol
had helped the student to
Hill who were handicapped |
some weredeaf, some had
advance to a fourth grade
ADD,some were just mentally
reading level and most
importantly, "he realized that
disabled — and it made me feel
he wasn't as stupid as he'd
so good to see them having
been toldhe washis whole
fun. It meant a lot for them to
life." That change the
be joked with,accepted, and
helpedby someone like me, a
infusion of confidence is
permanent no matter where
college kid, and it meant a lot
life takes him.
'
Healy, who
tutored through
CLP andhas
not -real adults,
volunteered at a
kivs can -relate more to us, -but
youth camp for
STILL LOOK UP TO US."
the last three
summers, also
Jon Niegowski
emphasizes the
need for gradeschool children to haverole
to me to be able to be a part of
models within their
their lives even if it meantI
would

.'

— —

"Since we'-re

—

sometimes
University
and the
come home
I'm m fifth grade, and thisis what ]
withink all
reality of
know about college. Iknow about the
higher
over my shirt
boring lectures that the professors
education.
when it was
give. You have to work hard to get
"Our
stamp day!"
everything
done. It's hard to be away
Lord, too,
world is so
everyday. Youhave to get
from
home
much
admits she
job and support yourself. However, KeUev GA
a
different on
volunteers for
it canbe interesting at times.
herself as
campus than
Here are some reasons to go to college and some
that of our
much as for
reasons
not to go to college. A reason not to go to
surrounding
thekids.
is
that you have to leavehome and share a _i
college
community,"
"Volunteering
house
with
100 other students. Some good reasons
Electrical
means the
go
college
to
to
are getting to be independant and
Engineering
world to me,
having to worry about your parents. You also
not
major Jon
honestly,"
have to part with your friends if theygo to a
Niegowski
Lord says.
Ta> Healy counseling at the ckthouc
different school. On the other hand, it gives you a
youth org/w/zat/<w 's caw> d<w bosco.
says, "that it
"By that I
_
chance
to makenew friends.
is important
meanthat you
want to go to college, and I was wondering
I
to realize the
workm a
what classes are available? When you travel, what
effect that wecan have, just as community who make them
program and there willbe a
you use for transportation? What's it like to live
do
college students, on the people feel special.
day that you don't show up
dormatory? What's it like to be away from
m
a
within our own city streets
"Just see who thekids are, because you're sick or
home?
something, and the next day
and blocks. Oneof the most
listen to their story, and show
important ways,Ithink, is m
you come m thekids will be
them that they have
like,'Hey, Iwasexpecting you
helping
importance m
to(d iv>e5 a((
kids."
the eyesof
to come m on Monday. Where
"Froiv*
iv>y
somebody who were you? Why weren't you
party arxi
dU
along
here?' They feellet down
they will
with
MEANS
because you didn't come at
automatically
tha+'y not
vo^
your scheduled time,but they
senior
look up to,"
THE WOKLV TO"HE,
is not yoyt
Healy says.
Liberal
are so happy to see you at the
HONESTLY.
Studies
"Kids naturally same time. The feelings that
CLEMENTINE LORD
come with that kind of
major
look at a
"
sth Grader Nicole K.
college-aged
relationship really can't be
Clementine
words."
person
Lord and
and
described
m
go,
—
—
Lord,Niegowski, and
History major TedHealy, have they're cool instantly and
Healy all agree that individual
all been deeply influenced by
weall definitely have the
Although I'm only m fifth grade, I
attentionis invaluable m
their work with elementary
ability as a college student to
itill
know abo- Icollege. Iknow that
and high school children
build up a child's ego and self- overcoming educational and
college
is expensive, but that's too bad.
within their communities.
esteemand really help them."
emotional hurdles thrown at
Even thoughit costs a lot of money I
many of today'sgrade
Lord beganvolunteering
Asa college student,
it is worth it. Iknow that you
through SU'sChildren's
schoolers.
Niegowski has found that his
Michael G. know
pay rent for your apartment. I
have
to
Literacy Program (CLP) as a
education leveland age put
"One-on-one withachild
freshman and is now working him m a uniqueposition to
makes them feel important," gjp know that cla;is can be very boring too. Also, Iknow
inai you may navea lot of classes.
help grade-schoolers.
with the Central Area
Healy says. "AndIthink that
Here are some reasons to go to college and not to
Motivation Program youth
"Since we're not real
is thesingle biggest need for
go. A reason to go to college is that you will have
every child,whether they are .
adults,kids can relate more to
department. Oneof her first
your own apartment. A reason not to go to college is
us,but still look up to us,"
tutees was anilliterate junior
m Afghanistan, the United
that it would cost a lot of money. Also, college might
student,
States,
Belize,
high
Niegowski explains. "We pay
whose family,
the Seattle
not be goodbecause you might not see your family
a lot to learn here, and we
Central Area,orMercer
"including sixbrothers and
much. Another good reason you might want go to
sisters,had been evicted from
might as well pass that stuff on Island. It doesn't matter.
is so you can get a degree for a job.
college
to kids m the community who
their housearound Christmas
Every child needs someone to J
When
Igrow up, Iwant to go to college to become
tell
they
important,
and were completely
can really use it."
them
are
(
lawyer. Ihave some questions about college: How
a
to help them succeed."
homeless."
Volunteering has allowed
y
many hours do you go to class? What is your
Niegowski to relate with local
"Hehadn't had thebest
That someone could easily j
transportation?
What are the apartments and dorms
to
environment be told he
children on ahuman level.
be you.
f
like?
could succeed," Lord says,
"In high school,I
volunteered to work m an
"because there was failureall
only
elementary
around him not
m
his
school m Camden
—
[N.J.], and it was the first time
educational life but m his
parents' lives and his brothers' that those kids saw people m a
Seattle University Children's Literacy Project, working with Seattle Public
and sisters' lives,so whenI
different economic and
Schools, allows SU students to tutor kindergarten through ninth grade students
toldhim hecould succeed it
educational level who really
who are struggling academically reading, writing, or math. Usual tutoring hours
was not something he was told cared about what happened to
are
during school, although some schools have before and after school
on aregular basis. He had
them. It gave us all new
fallen through the cracks of the perspectives about life. It was opportunities. Volunteers have the choice to serve m one of three elementary
academic system and it took a the same thing whenI
schools or two middle schools near campus. Winter quarter tutoring begins on Jan.
little extra attention to get back volunteered through the
22. For more information, call 296-6412, email clp@seattleu.edu, or visit the
on track."
Children's Literacy Project. I rooms 507-511 Loyola Hall.
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A DIFFERENCE WITH THE CLICK OF A MOUSE

BY MRS.CAMPBELL'S 5TH GRADERS
AND SARA BADER

Features Editor

By merely being a college student,

your invaluable college expertise at
the click of a mouse! A class of fifth
graders at English Crossing
Elementary School in JLakewood,
Wash., is incorporatiijig learning
about and setting goals for
college into its curriculum.
These students'need SU's
help! Each student took a
week to imagine what
college willbelike and to
think of questions they
had about cpllege. To
respond to|any
student's .particular
question or interest
or to
any
questions in general,
send your replies to their
teacher's email address,
jcampbell@lwsd.wednet.edu.
Remember: a class of fifth graders
sooooo eagerly waiting to hear from

one can affect the realities and
fp"
hopes of those coming up
through the educational
system.

TedJHealy

explains thai even as
counselor, When
kids connect! h'
attitude and j
position in lijfe
with that of a
college student, he
can form thdir
perception of further
education.
Clementine Lord's
"

1

answer

influence is frs concrete as
planning out) the logistics of
college with a student who
might not ot lerwisebe
seriously considering going.
"Whereas before, college was
just kind of a dream or an idea,
now it's becoming a reality," Lord *
says. "The student I'mhelping will
definitely go; to college now. We look
at colleges and scholarships usually once

Will you form a life-changing connection
who needs 'to be
with an elementary
informed and encouraged in his or her pursuit of a
college dream? Maybe.
Will you get lots ofnew little friends? Definitely!*

So here's your chance to directly share

i

1

*A11letters are representedexactly as they were written.1

and all responses to:
Please,

MyNollege About College

send

any

they want to
What
know about:

Sierra S.

I've heard quite a few
crazy things about college,
but this is what Iknow, Iknow that we will
have quite a few teachers. Ialso am aware
that college is big and hard to get into. So
far, Iunderstand that college is probably
frightening at first. I've talked to my
parents;- they also said your away from
home, but Ialready knew that. Idoknow
that you havea better chance to be in
classes with your friends,and college can
be fun. Ialso know that there are many
interesting people, some from parts of the
world.
There are a few fantastic reasons to go to college and a few not so ,
fantastic reasons to go to college that Iknow of. You can be offered
many different jobs. Iknow you have to work really hard. You learn
a lot in school and getmany skills. You also have a much better
chance in getting a job. Ialsoknow that you are away from home,
and Iget homesick. Another desirable thing about college is that you
*
meet a lot of interestingpeople. On the other hand, some of these
people are bad. Other bad things about college could be some of the
teachers, unless there are teachers like mine,Mrs. Campbell. More
good things about college though are that there are opportunities to
meet new friends. You would be able to drivebecause you would QijjL|
enough. You could also go out with your friends, but you would have ]
to study first.
Ihave a few questions for you. What kind of transportation do you
take? How do you like Seattle University? Do you really have some
weird science teachers? What is it like being away from your family?
Are you able to pick any classes of your choice? Those are all the
questions Ihave, and I'm only in fifth grade. Could you please
answer as many of themas you can?

They way you get to college is get good grades in school. When you
"""get to college, you have to pay a tuition. You also have to pay for books.
In college, you learn about the profession you want to be in. It takes Andrew
you four years or more to graduate from college.
Youcan live in dorms at college. Also, can you play sports if you are a good.
athlete?

'

—

Idon't know a lot about college, but
here are some things Ido know. Iknow
that students in college have many
i
■^teachers. Students have a teacher for each
subject. In college,your periods are very
short, and you get a lot of homework.
College is expensive,unless you get a
scholarship. That's what Iwant to do.
College can be fun. I'm excited for when
Hannalß.
W^\ go to college.
I
Here are some Pros and Cons about
going to college. One good thing about going to
that you can earn a degree, which will give "m
I college is job
opportunities. However, one bad thing 1
you more
about college is that the schoolwork takes up most of I
your time out of school. Then again if you want to
become a doctor, you have to go through eight years
of college. That's a lot! One more goodthing about
college is that you can meet some interesting people
1
there. People who can become your lifelong friends^^^
Ihave some questions for you about college. *^St
Why did you decide to go to college? What are you
,'
majoring in? What is living in a college dorm like?
Why did you choose to go to Seattle University?
Mta^Last, but not least, what do you like most about
college?

—

C.
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Yankees awaken Mariners from 2001
dream season in convincing fashion

JOHN BOYLE

Sports Columnist
"The thrill is gone, the thrill is
gone."
Those words, first penned by
Roy Hawkins andspokenby 8.8.
Kingover30yearsago,haverarely
rungmore true than this week for
Seattleites.
It was not supposed toend like
this.
This was the Seattle Mariners'
dream season;they weresupposed
to take their place m history
amongstbaseball's greatestteams.
Instead, they just became the latest m the long line of New York
Yankees' post-seasonvictims.
Afterriding a 162-game highm
which the Mariners won 116
games, it all camecrashing down
whenthe Yankees wonGameFive
of the AmericanLeagueChampionship Series.New York's 12-3,
victory on Monday night ended
theMariners' magicalrun.

No teamm history hasever won
more games than theMarinersdid
this regular season,and it was all
the more impressive because no
onereallyexpectedmuchof them.
Sure, otherteamshavehadsimilarly great seasons,butthose were
all teams that were expected to
win fromthe beginning.
TheseMariners werepicked by
most to finish third m their division, and even the optimists
thought they would onlycontend
for a wild cardbirth.Instead they

came out and found ways to win

almost everyday.
Everydayuntiltheplayoffs, that

is.
All alongpeople have saidthat
116 wins do not mean a thing
come playoff time, andthe Yan-

kees made that painfully evident
during the past week.

Against the Yankees m the
ALCS, theMariners didnot do the
things that won them so many
games all year long.
Their pitching was fairly solid,
but their bats went quiet at the
most

inopportune of times, and

theusuallyreliabledefense looked

sloppy.
As has beenthe case forfive out

of the last six

post-seasons, the

Yankees found the ability,which
onlytheypossess, toturn the level
ofplay up a notch.
Their already solid starting

pitching wasevenbetter thanit was
during the rest of the year.
Thebullpen, led by the incomparable Mariano Rivera, was dominant, and as always, their hitters
found ways to get key hits when

butdecided at that point, thehomer
unleashed a shiftmmomentumthat
could be felt 3,000 miles away m
Seattle.
It only seemed fitting that the
game would be won the very next
inningon another Yankeehomerun,
they neededthem most.
moment
m
was
No
this series
this time off the bat of Alfonso
bigger than the eighth inning of Soriano.
Game Four, when New York's
The series loss was all the more
frustrating because the Mariners
were very capable of beating the
Yankeesif theyhad playedthe type
of baseball that took them that far.
It wasno fluke that the Mariners
lost their
took six-of-nine games from the
Yankees during the season,includchance at
ing five of six m Yankee Stadium.
For 162 games,the Mariners were
history simply
thebetter team.

could not go back to the Fallof '68
or to the World Series.
If only Lou Piniella could have
found that pesky Flux Capacitor.
Under the current playoff setup,
it is not the team that can win the
most games all year that emerges
victorious, but rather the team that
is best prepared for the mentally
exhausting task of winning three
playoff series m a row.
No one prepares his team better
for this than Yankee Manager Joe
Torre.
As if the Yankees needed more
motivation,they seemed to beplaying with anew mission andpurpose
since the September 11 terrorist attacks.
Torre pointed this out m a post
however,
When it matters most,
game interview saying, "Our rebecause they
nobody gets it done like the Yan- sponsibility was to more than just
kees.
baseball fans, it was to the city, to
outplayed
Against the A's and the Mari- representthemand to bring a smile
by a great team.
ners, the Yankees showed thebase- to their faces."
Whetheritis fairor not,theMariball world that they are still the
teamtobeat whenit'sall ontheline. ners of 2001 will not be rememBernie Williams hithis game-tying
Perhaps theMariners'bestchance bered tookindly by history.
solohomerun.
at the World Series would have
The 116 wins will forever have
Until that moment, theMariners been a time machine to take them anempty feel to them,muchlikethe
were five outs from tying the series back to 1968. That was thelastyear 116 wonby the 1906Cubs whoalso
at twogames apiece and guarantee- beforedivisional playbegan,mean- fell short of a title.
TheMariners lost theirchance at
ing a return home to Safeco Field ing the best record m the league
automatically went to the World history simply becajise they were
for Game Six.
Instead, Bernie did what Yan- Series.
outplayedby a great team.
October;
always
kees
seem to do m
Or maybe it's true what New
Unfortunately, neither the

The Mariners

were

he stepped up and delivered.
Although thegame was anything

Delorian nor Aaron Sele's fastball
wouldhit 88mph,and theMariners

Yorkershave said all along.
Maybe God is a Yankees fan.
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Defending the playoff-only M's fans

JAMILA JOHNSON
Opinions Editor

Ionly watch baseball when the
fall leaves crackle below car tires,
and when the Mariners are m the
playoffs. Isit on my couch, whereI
amsafefromrealbaseballfans, and

cheer for Edgar Martinez. Idrink
unsweetenedice tea andeat yogurt,
becauseCracker Jacks areso passe".
Iswear awful profanitiesunfit fora
lady when a line drive becomes a
double. Iam the ultimate post-season baseball fan that you hate. And
Iam proud of it.
Insults pass fromthe lips of many
Seattleites aboutthe atrociouspostseason wannabe fans.Thiscolumn
is m defenseofthe fans thatchoose

only tojump onthe "Sodo Mojo"at noclue ifIwasreallyright.Itseemed
the end,becausereal Mariners fans like itmade sense to them. So they
agreed Iwasright and went back to
can be just as irksome.
Let's begin with "Sodo Mojo." guzzlingtheirpitcherof AmberAle.
Most of Seattle has no clue about These guyswereallmMariner parathe origins ofthe perturbedslogan. phernaliasittingundera Sodo Mojo
Yet hundreds of people display it sign. They had never bothered to
on thecars,businesses,andapparel. find out what theslogan was.These
Last spring while walkingm Pio- are theMarinerfans thatgo togames
neer Square a school bus of kids allseason,the oneswho eatCracker
were stopped at the light ahead of Jacks. They probably cheer for
me. A row of kids climbed up onto Ichiro or Boone. Icould never be
the seats smacking their jaws full of one of them.
Another good reason to avoid
bright pink bubble gum and asked
out the window "What m the world being a dedicated Mariner fans is
is this Sodo Mojo thing?" Ian- sheer terror of the huge "M" hat.
swered withmy interpretation."Did The teal head warmer from foam
you see Austin Powers? So you hell is a fadIwillneverunderstand.
understand what mojo is, right?" Driving by Safeco Field became
thekids nodded. "Well theareathat dangerous. The distraction caused
Safeco field is m was once called by hoards of "M"heads was a safe
the Sodo district. It might still be driving risk.Seattle gobbledup the
called that, but Starbucks bought hats likesecondservings onThanksthe Sodo center, and so this is to giving.Oneverystreetcornersomeremember the neighborhood's real one was selling thesehats. Iwould
beshopping mThriftway,and when
name."
Meanwhile a bunch of drunks Iwould turn onto the chips, cookbehind me at the sportsbaraskedif ies, crackers aisle there wouldbe
that wasreally what it meant. Isaid teal M's and terror would strike. I
Iwas only a post-seasonfan. I
had would forgetmy popcorn and high

tail it out of there.
Ichiro bobbingheads: what were
youguys thinking? Iam sorry, but
Ijust don't find a bobbinghead toy
flattering,andIchiroprobablydidn't
either. People flocked, flagged,and
fought toget those stupid littletoys.
That is whatreal dedicated baseball
fans do. They gather memorabilia
and drool over it until they can get
enough money for it. Speaking of
money,the Washington State "Mi o
Mi" license plates are on sale at
Ebay for a mere $2,999. Fans sell
their memorabilia toother hardcore
fans. Iwould neverconsiderpaying
thatmuch fora license plate. I
could
neverbe anythingmore thana postseason fan.
Asyou can clearly see,hardcore

posers, and annoying, just because
we fit a whole season's worth of
trivia into a few weeks of conversation.
The post-season fans pay attention during the regular season,but
wedon' t want tobeassociatedwith
those m big tealhats.We pay attention to game scores, but we have
lives to live.But m the post-season
we come out. We participate and
make the sense of community
around Seattle's sports teams. We
watch games where no one scores
until the top of the eighth inning,
and we don'tchange the channel.
We lead busy lives, butOctober
is when we take time outto enjoy a
sport welove.So nextOctoberkeep
this m mind; we are not trying to
profess ultimate knowledge of the
game,or even total dedication,but
we nevergive up on the Mariners.
We just watchfrom distance. Way
to go Mariners. You guys had a
great year. See you next October.
Now that the post-seasonis over
my days as a sportscolumnist is as
well.It was a short ride.Until next

fans are a different breed. Icould
never be one of them. Thus Imust
only take part m our national pastimeafter the seasonends.
When the playoffs begin, the true
fans andthenon-fansget theirMarinerpanties m a twist because a rush
ofpost-seasonfans popupknowing
Ichiro's batting average, and Edgar
Martinez's cup size. They call us October.

..

Swim teams make impressive showing;
men defeat defending national champs
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

The UW teams coasted to easy
The womenalso had an impres- cruiting, believe they have a better
victories over both NAIA teams, sive showing, justmissing the Clan chance than ever of vying for the
NAIA nationaltitlethis year.
their men finishing with 80 points 30-28.

Editor-in-Chief

The Seattle University men's and the women finishing with 88
swim teamfoundsomething tocheer points.
The competition between the
about last week as they edged the
defendingnationalchampion Simon Redhawks and the Clan, however,
Fraser University relay squad last was much closer.
Friday night.
The SUmen defeated SFU m six
The Husky Relays, which were of 1 1 relays,beating them 36-30.
held at the University of Washing"It was a confidence builder,"

The SU women defeatedSFU m
five of the 11relays but weredis-

qualified m the 400-yard medley
relay, losing the points that would
have pushed them past the Clan.
Although the relay format may
not be the best judge of individual
performance, bothSU swim teams
ton, featured men's and women's senior Luc Lamarche said.
are expectedtoenter the NAIA poll
relay races for each of the three
"It was a great opportunity to as the numberone-ranked teams.
schools competing: University of showcase the whole team," Head
The teams, which took advanWashington, SU and SFU,
Coach Craig Mallery said.
tage of remarkable off-season re-

"His themes are universal...self-acceptance, loveR tolerance.
"A wake-up coll to prejudiced minds," Billboard

"

"A must-hear.

T@[Ml

"

The Redhawk teams will travel
to Ellensberg this weekend to take
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EVERY WEEK

straints, the interview
withToddSchiIperoort

MHM I

EVERY HOUR
DAY

Due to space con-

and the "Where are
they now?" feature
will be put off until a
later date. Apologies
to anyone who was
looking forward to
those stories.

Now York nines

Village Voice

somewhere

on theirDivisionIIrivals,theCentral Washington Wildcats.
The contestshouldbe a goodone.
"We had a terrific recruiting
"We're not gonnaletup on them
year," Mallery added, "It's great atall,"Lamarchesaid."It's the first
when your recruiting can match time we get to test ourselves."
And they willkeeptesting themyour needs on the team."
Members are excited about the selves all season,with their eyes on
upcomingdual meet season.
the final prize:Nationals.
As Lamarche puts it best: 'The
"Winning Nationals is the biggestmotivating factor forthe rest of whole swim team is amped for the
the season," Lamarche said. "It's season."
everything we think about."
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Now m your localCouncil Travel
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Instrumental music returns to SU
New program offers students a chance to practice m an ensemble
m
12

Scan Reid

ahigh school band. The answer

A&E Editor

Seattle University's College of
Artsand Scienceshasreestablished

anInstrumentalMusic program, an
aspect of learning absent from the
University for over 20 years. The
program,headed by Director of Instrumental Music, Brad Sherman,
currently includesabout 20 students
comprising an ensemble of brass
and string instruments.
The move came after a series
discussions amongthe SU Administrationconcerningstudent lifeand
the promotion of the arts on campus.
Key supporters of the decision
were President Father Steven
Sundborg, SJ;JohnEshelman,Aca-

demic Provost; and Wallace Loh,
Dean of the College of Arts and

Sciences.

"Ithink it'sbeen m the air for a
long time," Loh said.
"Lot'sofprospective studentstell
me, 'Hey do you have [instrumental]music?' because theyare either
a Math or whatever major looking
to continue what they've practiced

has always been no."
In aneffort toalleviate this problemand improve theSUstudentlife
experience,the Administration approved thecreation of anew instrumental music program and began a
nationwide hiring process.
After a lengthyprocess, the Administration narrowed down their
choice tolocalcomposer andmusician, Sherman. "Ithink wehave [m
Brad] a person with tremendous
amount of energy," saidLoh.
Sherman, previously a Fine Arts
adjunct,has a clear goal for the SU
instrumentalprogram: to become a
valuable asset to the Fine Arts Department and the University.
Sherman plans to attract enough
studentplayers tobuildasuccessful
instrumentalensemble as well as a
full orchestra by next year. He is
also considering coordinating the
program's members withotherdepartmentsm theFine Arts building.
"Youcan put ona musical (with
theDrama department) that'sone
of the things we want to do, a cocurricular relationshipbetween various departmentsof theFine Arts, so

...

we can helpeach other," Sherman

said.
Only twomonths into the school
year, the instrumental programhas
attracted enough students to comprise a small ensemble of strings,
woodwinds, and brass musicians.
While he practices with his current group, Sherman is also working to put together a StringQuartet
and a Chamber Ensemble with the
help of a piano teacher. Sherman
says thathehas somany flutists that
he is also creating a separate ensemble just for that instrument.
Sherman is presently rewriting
music compositions tofit the structure of the ensemble and routinely
SHEILASTANGLAND / STAFFPHOTOGRAPHER
practicing with its members three
days a week. Pieces by Beethoven, BradSherman, the new Director ofInstrumentalMusic at SU, takes time
Duke Ellington,Bartok,Haydn,and outfrom looking over a composition ofLudwig van Beethoven.
Mozart are being considered by
Sherman, who hopes to have the tal music.
cepting students interested m pracIn the coming year, members of ticing a musical instrument. The
ensemble master at least six compositions m the coming year for the instrumental ensemble will be group practices Monday and
given first priority m taking instru- Wednesday evenings, and Friday
concerts.
Sherman hopes for the program ment lesson classes taught by ad- afternoons m Room 120 m theFine
to have apresence similar to SU's junct faculty. Sherman hopes the Arts building.
successful choir, and doesn't rule program will encourage an expanThose interested should contact
out the possibility of following its sion m themusic curriculum at SU. Director Brad Sherman at
lead mcreatingaCD ofinstrumenThe current ensemble is still ac- shermab @seattleu.edu.

Pearl Jam, R.E.M. headline Groundwork finale
John Boyle
Staff Reporter

The six-hour show, which raised were theTomFamilySingers of the as well as the Mariners' playoff
money for theUnitedNations' glo- Lummi Nation and Nigerian gameon TV, the majority of fans
"
bal anti-hungercampaign,washighAfrobeat" artistFemiKuti and the showedup late, creatinga less than
Inspiteofan apparentscheduling lighted by Alanis Morissette,PearJ PositiveForce. Both had the mis- festive environmentfor these early
blunder, the final show of the 2001 Jam, and R.E.M. and featuredsev- fortune of opening a longnight m performers.
Groundwork concert series was an eral other music acts.
front of a rather empty Key Arena.
Next on the bill was Mana, a
overall success.
The opening acts for the show Becauseof thelargenumberof acts, Latino rock group who also performed for a small crowd.
Alanis Morissette took the stage
and performed a brief set as the
crowd began to filter m. Amongst
her set wereafew fanfavorites such
as 'Thank You," but for the most
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The Trip Begins Friday At Selected Theatres

part, thebulk of the crowd seemed
uninterested. This was not due to
her performance, but rather to the
fact that most peoplem the crowd
were not fans of Morissette.
Morissette was followed byRahat
NusratFetah AliKhanandhis fivemembergroup who flew from their
native Pakistan to perform. Rahat
received a warm reception as his
powerful voice mesmerized the
nearly full house.
TheSpoonman,a local artistmade
famousby the Soundgarden songof
the same title, performed briefly
after RahatNusrat Fetah Ali Khan,
then gave way to Pearl Jam, the
band most people were here to see.
Why the organizers of this event
chose to havePearl Jam play before
R.E.M. is a mystery to me. If the
show were m R.E.M.'s nativeGeorgia, thenmaybe theirdecisionwould
have made more sense. Or if the
show was eight or nine yearsago,
then youlet R.E.M closethe show.
But not now, not m Seattle of all
places. As great as R.E.M. is, they
are simply not the draw that Pearl
Jam is m this city.
The timeconstraints of the event
limited Pearl Jam to an unusually
short 10-song set,but they made the
most of their hour.
The set opened with

"Give Me

SomeTruth," "Grievance,"and "In-

significance." Thelast of the three
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was especially meaningful, with
Eddie Vedder's powerful delivery

ofthe lyrics,"Bombscomingdown,
please forgive my hometown and

itsinsignificance"holding aspecial
meaning m light of the events ofthe
past six weeks.
There were a few favorites like
"Betterman" and "Given to Fly,"
but the highlight of the show came
whenRahat came back on stage to
joinVedderm a powerful rendition
of "Long Road," a song they first
collaborated on for the "Dead Man
Walking" soundtrack.
When Pearl Jam exited, a large
number of fans followed, which
was toobad because they missed a
great performance by R.E.M. Led
by the always charismatic Michael
Stipe, R.E.M. showed why they
have been one of rock's biggest
names for the past two decades.
The set was kicked off with the
1990s hit "Losing my Religion,"
and included many older favorites
such as "Daysleeper," "The One I
Love," and "Man on the Moon."
The highlight of R.E.M.'s show,
and perhaps of the wholenight, was
the encore performance oftheir hit
"It's the End of the World As We
Know It (And IFeelFine)." The
song came as a bit of a surprise
given the events of Sept. 11, but it
had a certain reassuring feeling to
it.Toward theend of the song,Eddie
Vedder joinedStipe m a duet much
to the delight of the Seattle crowd.
The fact that Vedder's reappearance gained perhaps the largest
cheer ofthenight wasevidencethat
Pearl Jamshouldhavebeenallowed
to close.
Thenight waslong,and thebands
were, m many opinions, out of order, but m the end, it was a great
night of music to support a worthy
cause.

Arts & Entertainment
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SAMexhibit explores powerful Women
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

Editor-in-Chief

wrinkled with the burdens of time.
The exhibit, which includes 75
large format photographs, was originally organized by the Corcoran

Ginsburg and Madeleine Albright,
whilealso allowingaglimpse at the
everyday woman, such as CaliforniafarmerTrini

Everyone has seen the photo of
YokoOno, fully clothed, drapedm Gallery ofArt m Washington, D.C., Campbell and
the nakedembrace of her husband, and is currently traveling around her daughter
JohnLennon.OrDemi
Moore, eight months
pregnant on the cover

One portrait

—

m

particular the
image of five female coal miners

—

from Alabama is subtle m its art,

to the imagination of the viewer,
butonethat isnonetheless powerful
through its silence.
photos, some of which
■clife size,speak also through
leir size.
In a recent interview with
he Arizona Republic, Annie
eibovitz wasasked aboutthe
gnificance of the portrait

IThe

of VanityFair.

It is these photos,
along with countless

"The subject matteris more
iportant, more illustrative,"
jibovitz said. "I wanted to
) large, wantedit to be more

others, that have pro-

Annie
pelled
Leibovitz into the

spotlight as a premier

onic. At first I was nervous

celebrity photogra-

about how they would turn
out, but when I saw the first
m big prints, Iwas emotionally
overwhelmed. Youcan swim
but loud m inside these pictures."
its stateAndswimthe audiencedoes. The
ment.
portraits envelop and achieve an
The ex- escape, while also making a statehibitspeaks ment about the powerof women.
to the acWomen continues until Jan. 6.

pher.

Leibovitz's current
exhibition appearing
at the Seattle Art Museum,entitled Women,
explores roles and archetypes of the modern American
woman. The photos, some blackand-white,somem full color,are a
stark reminder of the variedlives of
womenm the UnitedStates.
Two portraits of a Las Vegas
dancer, Susan McNamara, hang
across from photos of two battered
women, woundsstill freshon their
faces.
In anotherphoto,HillaryClinton
takes her morning coffee, while

the country. Women arrived m Se-

attle at the Seattle Art Museum on
Sept. 20.
Leibovitz beganherphotographic
career working freelance for Rolling Stone m 1970.But itisher work
as chief photographer for Vanity
Fair that has earned her a reputation as a portrait photographer.
Leibovitzhas alsolenther talents
toadvertisingcampaignsfor Ameri- Cassidy.
can Express and Gap.
Thecomposition ofeach photois
gallery, the
across
the
Women, basedon the book by the shockingly clear, the statement bephotographer's mother stares same name, provides a look at in- hind each photographic choice obharshly into the camera, her face fluential womensuch asRuthBader vious.

Marybeth Saunders:
Songs to Embrace Community
\^ith"

■'■'■_,

■

complish-

and
diversity of
American
women living at the
ments

turn of the

century.

Most ofthe women m Leibovitz'
photosareconfidentand appearselfassured.Each portrait,even themost
simple,tells a story one that isleft

—

—

Photo Titles
Left: Shirley Hyce, Jean
McCrary, Johnnie Simon, Nell
Cooley, andLindaHosmer, Coal
miners, Jim Walter No. 5 Mine,
Brookwood, Alabama
Right: lla Borders, Baseball
pitcher, Pasadena, California
Bottom: Missy Giove,Mountian
biker, Durango, Colorado

A.A. Lemieux Library
Thank You

—

■-^^—

-

-

We at Lemieux Library wish to thank the entire Seattle
University community Students, Faculty, and Staff for
your participationm the library visioning exercises. Your
contributions will be incorporated into the work that our
consultants do for therest of the quarter.
The visioningwebsite, www.seattleu.edu/-emlib/sbraryyision.htm
andemail address,librarvvision@seattleu.edu. willremain
active through Fall quarter, so thatyou may continue to
communicate your needs, expectations,andhopes forthe
future of Lemieux Library.
■
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Friday, November 2, 2000
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-- JohnPopko. UniversityLibrarian

We can help.

Sirnone LaDrumma
Percussion

Lorraine Bayes
Pamela Gerke
1/^^/5

'

BEEjotl i i . jH

€:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Seattle University Upper Bunk, Student Union Building
Sponsored by Student Activities Office. For more information call (206) 296-6040
www,
www, medicine-voice,com
seattleu.edu/student/actmties
a
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ASSU
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Preamble to the ASSUConstitution

Open Leadership Positions for 2001-02:
Executive VicePresident
At-Large Representative
Freshpeison Representative
Transfer Representative
International Representative

"We, the undergraduate students at Seattle University, have
the inherent right to establish an associationfor the expression andprotection of student rights, interests, concerns and
opinions, to involve studentsm a constructive partnership m
the operations of the University, serving a significant role m

There will be a Fall Quarter Electionfor these positions.
Appointed Positions:
Secretary of Elections
(4) Elections Commissioners
(4) Finance Commissioners
(4) Clubs Commissioners

...

.

—.

„,

theformation, implementation, and application ofinstitutionalpolicy affecting bothAcademic andStudent Affairs of
undergraduate students, and topromote theinternal welfare
andunity of the student community, hereby ordainandestabUsh this Constitution
for the AssociatedStudents ofSeattle
"
University.
"

AC cit ea
n vi
.am the
*v c. j
TheASSU
Student Union Building,
room
office is located
services,
support,
203.
ASSU
such
as
to
clubsandstudent
offers
,
,
". ,
T:
advocacy.
questions or concerns please let us
' If you have
, any,«„
,
know by email orphone x6050.

.

,
"r ,
Applications will be available soon check the ASSU
web page
X b for more
*/
information at www.seattleu.edu/assu

■

„n

■

..

.

2001 FALL ELECTION
Candidates Running:
Executive V.R: Clementine Lord and Scan O'Neill
Freshperson Representative: Amanda Duncan, Saunatina Sanchez, andDanielle Smith
At-Large Representative: Mark Gross andNicole Palmiter
International Representative: Alisa Kutsel
Transfer Representative: Yunice Fong

FinalElection: Monday, October 29, 2001

"^

SENIOR CLASS COMMITTEE PRESENTS...

S
C°

THIRSTY
%
THURSDAY AT "S+
THE DOWN UNDER

°*%

OCTOBER

25,

2001

X,

LOCATED IN BELLTOWN ON IST AYE
JUST SOUTH OF BATTERY STREET

Movie Nites
*FREE ADMISSION
*come win a spot on the SEAC "Slouch Couch"

November 3
November 1 7
December 1

Usual Suspects
A River Runs Through It
Goonies

8-10 p.m.
8-10 p.m.
8-10 p.m.

Pigott Auditorium
Pigott Auditorium
Pigott Auditorium

ATTENTION TO ALL CLUBS OR SOON TO BE CLUBS:
This space can be used by you to communicate to your fellow SU students. Ifyou have any events going
on that you would like to advertise, please come by the ASSU office to pick up a form to fill out m the
Student Union Building. Forms are due by Tuesday at 5 p.m. of each week.

:
"

"»

Wanna get more from your books?
*:
BUY TEXTBOOKS from other SU students or sell your textbooks to other :
SU students at a nice price. Log on to www.bookswap.com/seattleu" "*;
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Marketplace

200. Help Wanted

_

m

E

—

{

.

f^&he^Tuo^Z
«
eiecmc

_^

r"'

SUrVCy

hasimmediate openings for
ServicePorters. Must have
acceptable driving record.
Flexible hrs.. great
atmosphere and great
benefits. Drug free work
place. Please call Renee at

credit card appUcations.
Fundraisingdatesare filling
quickly, so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

|

Got stuff to sell?
Pace your
i
3ccifioH AH
r
Ad
Classified

Today!

I

I

Call for more info:
Waylen Leopoldino

,

S"
st^. .fur^iS^Oaring
I
BR
wTat kick
from
c^tsavail
C^K
individual

.

Tel (206) 296 6474

t

THINKYOU'REPREGNANT?
for
Birthright
Call
confidential supportandfree
pregnancy test. 1-800-5504900 (24-hour tollfree line).

|

|

j

"

400. Services

BMW Seattle @ 714E. Pike

,

Capitol Hill-NEW REDUCED
RATES -just off Broadway,a
wonderfulcourtyardbuilding
featuring lobby mural, retro
ed
1
c re

www.money4opinions.com

"

| Need a roomie? ■

i^diocksio

mo.

Opinions! $$
Earn $5-$125 and

"""^

neat,

,

r

campus, Ist, last & dep.
$1095/
206-650-0480
no pets or smokers.

9$ Get Paid For Your

E^V
f^steVTith O^oThis

,

SOU. For Rent

enovated Craftsman
Cottage -large sunny yard
off-street pkg. beautiful
hrdwds. slate flrs.. cedar

-

f^d^ Srouns

—

{

yourpersonal e-tutor, today
with all of your top-quality
writing and editing needs.
Also, have your resume
professionally created.

- busy
m
v
U i
Help
Generali^
Office
onfiQ-viiWi
medical practice. 12-15
hrs./wk.. flexible around vratrmM** Sororities
classes. $10-11/hr. DOE.
s
Need 1-yr. commitment
000 $2
near Swedish Hospital. Fax
the easy
,sfnHr 9 u,r
resume to: (206) 215-6650 Campuslundraiser.com
mm
attnPattv

a

G—n^co,

PART-TIME FUN! Wanted:
Hostess, cashier duties at
a downtown nightclub
Friday/Saturday nights.
Must speak Spanish. Call

-

400 ' Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

OQ
OX
"I X X tJLID
C
UXCIi&

2Q6 777 M95 or {ax a
—me to 206 777-1369.

avail. Paid training. Great
student job! Call Wes at
206-633-4944. EEO/AA/
M/F /°/ V

4 £^f\

/""^ 1

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

11

°

(2 6) 296 "6477

a

sweepmgviews

Email:
adinfo@seattleu.edu

garages

6

|
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Personals
Sexy Lexy the Twinnies,
squirrels wear clothes
iknow you sleep alotbut you You a*^ the coolest!
'
Momo
need to eat alot too so you
Happy 21st Momo
grow
big
strong.
can
and
Kitch Iknow if you could
Hope its a good one
from, Milo
stockpile one thing it would
■
Lexy
To Friday DJ at speed, you be Fresia.
Sarah
areembarassingyourself.you
I'mgoingover to Alderview need m^g 101
Happy 22nd Mai-Ling (sorry
now sweetie. Seeyouthere.
thi«i i<s latpl
Love.
Your
Monday
campus
assistance
~
center girl (noon) you have a
nice
smile. KEEP SMILING. Hi Flo,
kk,
*k k.k
StbUbb etea
Hope
d
back home at 73-1182. Are
_pi iy
Sharon.
you working hard m your
I've missed youallsummer. I garden? Say hello to bugsy
lam not a honey muffin!
hope wemeet soon How was for us '
Spaniard
Ireland?

... I would make

-

...

...

-

.

Mom"

-—
S

*££
-^

" '.

r

T ffi

-

Do something about
Pigotts floor. Whenit rains
everybody slips.
- Student

Katie The Dogfighter", you
should find another odd
Noel. Hector. Steph, BDB, occaslon for a celebration and ya'll: Canada Run Part rmnotsuggestingmorepeople
III? Coming this November?
-Karate
writing papers about it.

®m
//Pna^
e^sonaz|/

I
//

//

////

I
N

Pic*

up .
and s
a^
ubmit
it s fthe cac
rec;

f°rms

//^
S=:=:=:======^^
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Sam,

Nicole Biege,
You „&&<* my rainy day
shiny
bright.

,

-Secret
■

geen you lean oyer the
You are mighty mighty fine chm rm teUln
it>s
let me ride m your Lexus g
onnastain
sometimes. I
love your HIDs. »
-The girl
~ on the street

..

"^lo^^^

wouldmake the squirrelsdo Try Kabul on 45th UI
my business statistics District.
"■■

<££££—

"uonfi;

Hey girl, cool seeing you
around. Wear your glasses
v look kute!
'
Ap
l

SeaThai Deli boy.
The delivery was lightning
fast. Oh! Iforgot. Iatem
that day. See you soon.
MUo
■

o
*
a*a
k
Youguysdldawonderful
Job
Tim- You should call me
Saturday' Keep up the sometimeI'dlike to seeyou
good work.
dance
oHI

Z
°"
SXorcSbSv rmsS

ISpecta-hJL

//

It's time for the Bling Bling
birthday! Ihope you have an
awesome year, roomie!
-Monkey

/

//

/

=555:=^J

.

- Personals are free

/^7%

and appear m every
issue.

*"

\lt/
Si^l

- Personals are a great

Thought of the week

way to get a message

"

'
It: s not b^ doin9 the things we like, but by
liking the things we do that we can

OUt On CampUS, Say
"

n
r
hello
to a friend, or
,
wish
someone a
even
happy birthday.
i-

.

j

discover life's blessings."

"
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goethe (1749-1332)

Campus

Voice

If you had to stockpile something, what would it be?
"For me, probably being m the
dormitory, Idon't have a lot of money
or a lot of space. IfIwere to stockpile
something and money weren't an
object,Vd probably stockpile

nonperishable foods, water, flashlights,
batteries...you know, just because" of the
threat of chemical warfare.

TIM TROSPER (ON LEFT), SENIOR, CRIMINAL

JUSTICE

"I'm a Platoon Sargeantfor the
Second Platoon, Alpha Company out
of Brady Chieftan Batallion. I
wouldn't stockpile anything because
everything Ineed— food, weapons—
" is
issued to me by the government. "If
"
stockpile
weapons.
could,
I
Iwould

"Water, beer,
gummy bears and
"

Cup-O-Noodles.

MichelleLopez (on
Left),
SENIOR,THEOLOGy;
jessica deering,
Senior, psychology

timwall(onleft), junior,electrical
Engineering, and Jaime grubb,
Freshman,CriminalJustice

"A bottle of Bombay Gin, some olives, a
shaker, all of Shakespeare's plays, a box
of letters and pictures from friends and
family, my journal, lots of ice cream, a
radio, a Frank Sinatra CD, and a copy
Dr. Dre's 2001 soundtrack."

"A year's supply
of egg McMuffins
and coffee"

Mark bonicillo (on right),Junior,

MAJOR

BEN MURANE,
FRESHMAN, PRE-

Philosophy

—-
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